CONSULTANT AGREEMENT ANTI-BOYCOTT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM

This form is REQUIRED to be completed by the Consultant.
Failure to comply with the terms of the referenced Idaho Code shall result in breach of contract.

Anti-Boycott Against Israel Act

Per the provisions of Idaho Code Section 67-2346, Anti-Boycott Against Israel Act, a public entity may not enter into an agreement with a company that boycotts goods or services from Israel or territories under its control. The provisions of Idaho Code Section 67-2346, shall not apply to agreements with a total potential value of less than one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) inclusive of future phased agreements and/or supplemental agreements, or to companies with fewer than ten (10) employees. This applies to all project regardless of funding. Check any/all boxes that apply and sign below certifying such.

☐ I am NOT required to comply because my company has fewer than 10 employees.
☐ I am NOT required to comply because my total agreement services (including phased agreements and/or supplemental agreements) will be less than $100,000.
☐ I am required to comply and certify that my company is not and will not for the duration of the agreement engage in, a boycott of goods or services from Israel or territories under its control.

Consultant’s Authorized Representative: __________________________ Date: ____________

Consultant Company Name: __________________________
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